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IN PLACE OF A SUMMARY 
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Remarks added ay, 1946. 

It became first apparent to the author in July, 1939 that there is a 

serious possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium 

and graphite. At that time we had only very imperfect knowledge of the values of the 

nuclear constants involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparison 

between a heterogenious uranium-carbon system and homogenious uranium-water system. 

The comparison showed that if a homogenious water-uranium system can be constructed 

which comes very close to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a 

heterogenious carbon-uranium system chain reacting, provided that the absorption of 

carbon is lower than .01 x lo-24, which happened to be the experimental upper level 

for carbon absorption, at that time. An experiment previously completed in June 

12, 1939, indicated that a uranium-water system could come reasonably close to be 

chain reacting and the Government was advised of this situation in October, 1939. 

In January, 1940, experiments, made by Halban, Joliot, Kowarski, and Perrin, 

on uranium-water systems, became known. One of the uranium-water systems investigated 

by them came very close to be capable of maintaining a chain reaction, and one could 

see that such systems could accordingly get close to be chain reacting for the opti

mum concentrations. In the opinion of the author, this made it almost certain that 

a chain reaction can be set up in a uranium-carbon system under practically attainable 

conditions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say, about one 

half of the experimental upper limit quoted above,i.e., .005. 

In order to get somewhat oriented as to what the useable ratios of carbon 
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to uranium and what the geometrical dimensions might be, some rough formulae to 

which such a simple theory leads, the author had to decide what values to use 

for those physical quantities of uranium wnich were very poorly known at that 

time. Values were so adjusted to each other as to just about permit a chain 

reaction in the limiting case of the carbon absorption corresponding to a cross 

section of 0.01 x l0-24cm2• This adjustment was achieved by proper choice of 

a value for the resonance absorption. 

This paper was therefore written in an attempt to obtain a rougn idea 

as to the optimal comptn.rh~n~ geometrical dimensions, and other characteristics 

of such a chain reacting system. The publication of this paper was delayed in 

1940 at the request of the author. Over six years have now elapsed since it was 

written and naturally, the paper is outdated in many respects. In these circum

stances, an attempt was made to cut down somewhat its length without adding to 

its original contents. A few footnotes were added to draw attention to some of 

the shortcomings which have in the meantime become evident. 
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That there is a serious possibility or maintaining a chain reaction in a 

system composed of uranium and graphite, first became apparent to the author 1n July, 

1939. While at that time many of the constants invol ved were not- well knovm, it was 

possible. in spite of this uncer~~inty, to make a comparison between a heterogenious 

uranium-carbon system and a homo~enious uranium-water system, wnich led to the result 

that if a homogenious water-uranium system can be constructed which comes very close 

to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a .heterogenious carbon-uranium 

-24 system chain re::icting, provided that the absorption of carbon is lower than.Ol x 10 , 

which happened to be the experimental upper level for carbon absorption, at that time. 

Tne Jcvernment was advised of ti.lis situation in October, 1959. In January, 1940, ex

periments, made by Halbun, Joliot,. Kowarski, and Perrin, on uranium-water systems became 

knmm. One of the uranium-water systems investigated by them was almost capable of 

mai.."l taining a chain reaction., and. ~ne dould sE!e that such syateL'ls can get very close to 

be chain reacting per the optimum concentration. In the opinion of the author, this made 

it exceE!dingly likely that a chain reaction can be set up in a uranium-esrbon system 

under practically attainable condl tions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a 

value of', say, about one ilalf of the experimental upper limit quoted above, Le., .oos. 

In order to get soJnewhat oriented as to what the useable ratios of CF!X'bon to 

uranium a.ud what the geometrical dimensions might be, some rough formulae to which m ch 

a simple theory leads, the author had to decide what values to use for those physical 

quantities of uranium which were very poorly known at that time. Values were so adjusted 

to each other as to just about permit a chain reaction in the limiting case of the carbon 
2 

ab sorption corres~onding to a cross section of 0.01 x lo-24cm • This adjustment was 

achieved by proper Choice of a value for the resonance absorption. 
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The publication o£ this p~per wus delayed in 1940 at the request of the 

author. OVer six year:;; have now elapsed ::.ince it was written and naturally, the 

paper is outdated in many respects. In these circumstances, an attempt was made to 

cut down somewhat its length without adding to its original contents. A few .footnotea 

were s.d.ded to draw attention to some of' the shortcomings which have in the ma!illtime 

become ev-ident. 
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It became first apparent ~o the author in July, 1939 that there is a 

serious possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium 

and graphite. At that time we had only very imperfect knowledge of the values of the 

nuclear constants involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparism 

between a heterogenious uranium-carbon system and homogenious uranium-water system. 

The comparison showed that if a homogenious water-uranium system can be constzucted 

which comes very close to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a 

heterogenious carbon-uranium system chain reacting, provided that the absorption of 

carbon is lower than .01 x lo-24, which happened to be the experimental ~pper level 

for carbon absorption, at that time. An experiment previously completed in June 

12, 1939, indicated that a uranium-water system could come reasonably close to be 

chain reacting and the Government was advised of this situation in October, 1939. 

In January, 1940, experiments, made by Halban, Joliot, Kowarski, and Perrin, 

on uranium-water systems, became known. One of the uranium-water systems investigated 

by them came very close to be capable of maintaining a chain reaction, and one could 

see that such systems could accordingly get close to be chain reacting for the opti-

mum concentrations. In the opinion of the author, this made it almost certain that 

a chain re~ction can be set up in a uranium-carbon system under practically attainable 

conditions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say,. about one 

nalf of the experimental upper limit quoted above,i.e., .005. 

· In order to get somewhat oriented as to what the useable ratios of carbon 
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to uranium and what the geometrioal .dimensions might be, some rough formulae to 

which such a simple theory leads, the author had to decide what values to use 

for those physical quantities of uranium Which were very poorly known at that 

time. Values were so adJusted to each other as to just about permit a chain 

reaction in the limiting case of the carbon absorption corresponding to a cross 

Sect;ton Of 0.01 X lo- 24cm2. . Thi dj tm t hi d b ch i f s a us en was a~ eve y proper o ce o 

a value for the resonance absorption. • 

This paper was therefore written in an attempt to obtain a rougp idea 

as to the optimal compq,,h~n¥ geometrical dimensions, and other characteristics 

of such a chain reacting system. The publication of this paper was delayed in 

1940 at the request of the author. Over six years have now elapsed since it was 

written and naturally, the paper is outdated in many respects. In these circum-

stances, an attempt was made to cut down somewhat its length without adding to 

its original contents. A few footnotes were added to draw attention to some or ·· 

the shortcomings which have in the meantime become evident. 
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~Z.t became that there is a 

serious possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium 

and graphite. At that time we had only very imperfect knowledge of the values of the 
. 

nuclear constants involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparison 

between a heterogeneous uranium-carbon system and homogeneous uranium-water system. 

The comparison showed that if a homogeneous water-uranium system can be constructed 

which comes very close to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a 

heterogeneous carbon-uranium system chain reacting, provided that the absor~tion of 

carbon is lower than .01 x lo-24 , which also happened to be the experimental upper 

level for carbon absorption at that time. 
~~~~2) 
~~'iiiSer.Dnent aliilp.t'eted . d.n June ,Mid maieated th -EI:M:wn-water ----could come reasonably close to be chain reactin~e Government was advised of 

this situation in October, 1939~ 

Univ., 
Mar. I 140~~Wf.. 

No further ex~ments in this field were undertaken at Columbia 
r~xtmex u.fu¢XXK~X~~~~ltXiiemxiDq¥8ru~t<sXXIUEKXJIDl~ 
or that matter, anywhere in the U.S. between June 1939 and 

X~;aooM~X:~j:)CllS4J?J~~nuful)X10llt~ .. ;q~~ but in January, 1940, 

by Halban, Joliot, Kowarski, and Perrin, on uranium-water systems, 

became known in this country. One of the uranium-water systems investi-gated by them 

~~~ coulcr see that came close to be capable of maintaining a chain reaction, and one 
e 1fce!l? ch;,r./ c.., 

such systems could get &Qsor•~i&giy close to be chain reacting for the optimum con-

centrations. In the opinion of the author, this made it certain that a chain reaction 

can be set up in a uranium-carbon system under practically attainable conditions, if 

the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say, about one half of the experi-

mental upper limit quoted above, i.e., .005. 

-----,.--------,--- ----~------~-- ---------- -
~ ~ --~-=::.:-=========::-
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Thus i .t appeared ~try to obtain a rough 

idea as to the optimal composition, geometrical dimensions, and 

other characteristics of such a chain reacting system and this 

was attempted in the present paper. Over six years have now 

elapsed since it was written and naturally it is outdated. A 

~ few footnotes were added to draw attention to some of the short-

comings which have become evident in t he meantime. Some parts 

of the paper have been condensed or left out entirely in an attempt 

to shorten it without adding anything to its~ 
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In July 1939, it became first apparent to the author that there is a serious 

possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium and graphite. 
~ .. ~ 

At that time wo a~(only very imperfect knowledge of t he values of the nuclear constants 

involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparison between a heterogeneous 

uranium-carbon system and a homogeneous uranium-water system. The comparison showed that 

if a homogeneous water-uranium system can be constructed which comes very close to be 
then ~ttshould be possible to make a heterogeneous carbon-urani~ system Chain chain reacting/ pio~l.&;&that the absorption of carbon is lower than • 01 x 10- 4, . which 

also happened to be the experimental upper level for carbon absorption at that time. 

The United States Government was advised of this situation in October l939. A 

No direct experimental evidence on a uranium-carbon system was available at tha t time, 

but experiments completed in collaborationwith H.L. Anderson and E. Ferm~e 193~ 
had reliably indicated that a water~uranium system can indeed come reasonably close to 

be chain reactin.g. No further· exper~ents on such systems were undertaken at Columbia 

University, or for that matt~·anywhere in the United States, between June 1939 and 

March 1940. But in -January 1940, an eiper-Ulent performed by Halban, Joliot~ Kowarski, 

and Perrin, on uranium-water systems became known in this country. One of the uranium-

water systems investigated by them came close .to be capable of maintaining a chain reacticn 

and one could also see that such systems could get exceedingly close to be chain reacting 
-:<.- / /Ll :;-() 

for the optimum 'ct.noen trations. 
~ ~ .;-.vf_1~c..:(:·r ~ 
~train reaction QQ~ P~ iet ~ in 

In the opinion of the author, this~ ce-;.tain tha-t-a 

a uranium-carbon system upder practically attainable con- · 

ditions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say, about one half of the 

~xperimental upper limit quoted above, i.e., .005. 

Thus it appeared important to try td obtain a rough idea as to the optimal 

composition, geometrical dimensions, and other characteristics of such a chain r~acting 

system ~d this was attempted in the present paper. Over six years havenot elapsed 

since it was written and naturally it is outdated. A few footnotes were -added to draw 

attention to some of the shortcomings which have become evident in the meantime. Some 

parts of the paper have been condensed or left out entirely in an attempt to shcr ten it. 

without adding anything to its original contents. 

· ... ·. . .··· .. ·. . .; . . . . ·· 
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In July 1939, it became first apparent to the author that there is a serious 

possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium and graphite. 
~ .. 

At that time we ~ed only very imperfect knowledge of the values of the nuclear constants 

involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparison between a heterogeneous 

uranium-carbon system and a homogeneous uranium-water system. The comparison showed that 

if a homogeneous water-uranium system can be constructed which comes very close to be 
the¥ ~gtshould be possible to make a heterogeneous carbon-urani~ system chain 

chain reacting/ p~ov1~&that the absorption of carbon is lower than .01 x 10- 4, which 

also happened to be tho experimental upper level for carbon absorption at that time. 

The United States Government was advised of this situation in October 1939. 

No direct experimental evidence on a uranium-carbon system was available at that time, 

but experiments completed in collaboration with H.L. Anderson and E. Ferm~e 1959./ 

had reliably indicated that a water~uranium system can indeed come reasonably close to 

be chain reacting. No further· exper~ents on such systems were undertaken at Columbia 

University, or for that matter -anywhere in the United ~tates, between June 1939 and 

March 1940. But in -January 1940, an experiment performed by Halban, Joliot", Kowarski, 

and Perrin, on uranium-water systems became known in this country. One of the uranium-

water systems investigated by them came close .to be capable of maintaining a chain reaction 

and one could also see that such ·systems could get exceedingly close to be chain reacting 
~· -c. / I. I_(~ 

In the opinion of the author, this made it certaia ~hat-a for the optimum ·CGncen trations. 
w-t. t!-t4. ':-- ~ ~ 4 ~ 
chain reaction Ull liHi set ~ in a uranium-carbon system ~der practically attainable con-

ditions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say, about one half of the 

experimental upper limit quoted above, i.e., .005. 

Thus it appeared important to try to obtain a rough idea as to the optimal 

composition, geometrical dimensions, and other characteristics of such a chain reacting 

system ~d this was attempted in the present paper. Over six years havenot elapsed 

since it was written and naturally it is outdated. a few footnotes were added to draw 

attention to some of the shortcomings which have become evident in the meantime. Some 

parts of the paper have been condensed or left out entirely in an attempt to shcr ten it 

without adding anything to its original contents. 
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1.::- l.t became first apparent to the autho 

serious possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a system composed of uranium 

and graphite. At that time we had only very imperfect knowledge of the values of the 

nuclear constants involved but this did not stand in the way of making a comparison 

between a heterogeneous uranium-carbon system and homogeneous uranium-water system. 

The comparison showed that if a homogeneous water-uranium system can be constructed 

which comes very close to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a 

heterogeneous carbon-uranium system chain reacting, provided that the absorption of 

carbon is lower than .01 x lo-24 , which also happened to be the experimental upper 

level for at that time. 

~~~~~~~~~~fit~~~~~~IG~rurn~~~~~~~~~~~~~-water system ----could come reasonably close to be chain reactin -__..- e Government was advised of 

this situation in October, 1939. ----No further ex ~ments in this field were undertaken at Columbia 
IX:x:efi'eX l:Ko:1lQ)1;ti~:ll~~ilMX~KJX~UEK~ 

tha t matter, anywhere in the U.S. between June 1939 and 
~ .. :Rn~~~~j.XJlem~~OHDT>XK~.f: but in Janua:cy, 1940, 

became known in this country. One of the uranium-water systems investigated by them 
~ 

came close to be capable of maintaining a chain reaction, and one coulo/see that 
e1fceJPehhrl~ 

such systems could get &eoor)iagJs close to be chain reacting for the optimum con-

centrations. In the opinion of the author, this made it certain that a chain reaction 

can be set up in a uranium-carbon system under practically attainable conditions, if 

the capture cross-section of carbon had a value of, say, about one half of the experi-

mental upper limit quoted above, i.e., .005. 
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Thus it appeared ~try to obtain a rough 

idea as to the optimal composition, geometrical dimensions, and 

other characteristics of such a chain reacting system and this 

was attempted in the present paper. Over six years have now 

elapsed sine~ it was written and naturally it is outdated . A 

few footnotes were added to draw attention to some of the short -

comings which have become evident in t he meantime . Some parts 

of the paoer have been condensed or left out entirely in an attempt 

to shorten it without adding anyth ing to its~ 
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fraction of the thermal neutrons be captured by the element which 

is used for the purpose of slowing down, we would have a chain 

reaction which may diverge for a sufficiently large massof uranium . 

This does not necessarily mean that a chain react1on can 

be maintained in a mixture of water and uranium oxide. Fermi has 

investigated (June 1939) the question whether more favorable con-

ditions can be obtained in mixtures of uranium oxide and water 

by keepirg the uranium oxide and wa ter in seuarate layers and 

found that a slight improvement can thus be obtained. But this 

improvement was not sufficient to determine whether a chain re-

action can be obtained in a system composed of water and uranium 

oxide. 

A recent experiment published by Halban, Joliet, 

Kowarski , and Perrin, on homogenious uranium-water systems(l
3

) 

will be discussed below and it will be seen that such systems, 

while they may or may not be actually capable of sustaining a 

chain reaction, can in any case come very close to it . 
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That there is a serious possibility of maintaining a chain reaction in a 

system composed of uranium and graphite, first became apparent to ·the author in July, 

1959 . hile at that time many of the constants invol ved were not r.-ell known, it was 

possible, in spite of this uncertainty, to make a comparison between a heterogenious 

uranium-carbon system and a homogenious uranium-water system, wnich led to the result 

that if a homogenious water-uranium system can be constructed which comes very close 

to be chain reacting, then it should be possible to make a heterogenious carbon-uranium 
-24 system chain rea cting, provided that tne absorption of carbon is lower than . Ol x 10 , 

which happened to be the experimental upper level for carbon absorption, at that time. 

The Government was advised of this situation in October, 1959. In January, 1940, ex-

periments, made by Halban, Joliot, Kowarski, and Perrin, on uranium-w&ter systems became 

knovm. One of the uranium-water systems investigated by them vras almost capable of 

maintaining a chain reaction, and one could see that such systems can get very close to 

be chain reacting per the optimum concentration. In the opinion of the author, this made 

it exceedingly likely that a chain reaction can be set up in a uranium-carbon system 

under practically attainable conditions, if the capture cross-section of carbon had a 

value of, say, about one lalf of the experimental upper limit quoted above, i . e . , . 005 . 

In order to get somewhat .oriented as to what the useable ratios of carbon to 

uranium and what the geometrical dimensions might be, some rough formulae to which Sl ch 

a simple theory leads, the author had to decide what vdlues to use for those physical 

quantities of uranium which were very poorly known at that time. Values were so adJusted 

to each other as to just about permit a chain reaction in the limiting case of the carbon 
2 

absorption corresponding to a cross section of 0.01 x 1o-24cm • This adjustment was 

achieved by proper choice of a value for the resonance absorption. 
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The publication of this paper was delayed in 1940 at the request of the 

author . OYer six years have now elapsed since it was written and. naturally, the 

paper is outdated in many respects. In these circumstances, an attempt was made to 

cut down somewhat its length without adding to its original contents. A few footnotes 

were added to draw attention to some of the shortcomings which have in the meantime 

become evident. 
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